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BACKGROUND 
Let R be a regular local ring, K its quotient field, .Z a finite-dimensional 
central simple K-algebra, and fl an R-order in .Z. If R is a discrete rank 
valuation ring and /l is a maximal order, it is well known that fl is a hereditary 
ring. Recently, Ramras has given an example of a maximal order over a 
regular local ring of dimension two which has infmite global dimension. A 
natural question to ask is: What are the possibilities for the global dimension 
of an order over a regular local ring ? The question in all this generality is 
rather difficult, to say the least. Fields [l] and Tarsy [2] have published some 
interesting results concerning the possibilities for the global dimensions of 
orders (not necessarily maximal) whose centers are regular local rings. Apart 
from these and Ramras’ papers [3, 41 I k now of no other extant work on these 
questions in dimension two (i.e., R regular local of dimension two). 
One will note, however, that maximal hereditary orders, and the example 
of Ramras’ cited above (this, and another example of his are reproduced 
below), are “quasi-local” rings (i.e., according to the terminology currently 
becoming rather standard have exactly one maximal two-sided ideal, the 
radical). Silver [5, Theorem 4.101 and Ramras [3, Corollary 2.171 have 
shown that, if indeed, an order is quasi-local, then its global dimension, 
when finite, is equal to that of its center R. Ramras [3, Theorem 5.41 has 
also proved that in case R is regular local of dimension two, such quasi-local 
orders with finite global dimension, if they exist at all in Z, are necessarily 
maximal, and that then all maximal R-orders in Z are also quasi local of 
global dimension two. For convenient reference I will refer to this result 
during the rest of the paper as “Ramras’ main theorem.” 
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THE MAIN RESULT 
My purpose here is to investigate the extent to which the above kinds of 
result hold under the assumption that Z is a generalized quaternion algebra 
over K. I will use without explicit reference various basic general facts about 
orders; for these, one may consult Ramras’ paper [3], as well as Auslander 
and Goldman’s classic work [6]. 
My main result is: 
THEOREM A. Let R he a regular local ring of dimension two, K its quotient 
jield, and Z a quaternion K-algebra. If Z contains any R-order at all which has 
global dimension two, then 1) all maximal orders in Z also have global dimension 
two; and 2) either all the maximal orders are quasi-local, OY they aye all “semi- 
local,” each with exactly two maximal ideals. 
l’roof. Let /l be an R-order in Z with global dimension two. Let s*, be a 
maximal order containing fl; then G also has global dimension two [4, 
Corollary 1.31. Let r be any maximal order in 2 and let C denote the con- 
ductor r-+ C, C = (0; ra 2 a}. Then C is reflexive and hence g-projective 
(using [3, Proposition 3.5]), so that CC1 = r, where Cl = {u; UC C Gj 
[7, Lemma 1.21. Now consider CK’; this is the trace ideal of C as right 
f&ideal, and is a two-sided ideal in J2. If Q is quasi-local, then since it has 
global dimension two, Ramras’ main theorem applies to show that all maximal 
orders, in particular r, are quasi-local of dimension two. The theorem is 
proved in this case. Assume that J2 is not quasi-local. I have proved before 
[8] that then Q has exactly two maximal ideals. Since CC-r = r, CrC is an 
idempotent ideal in si! and hence cannot belong to the radical of J2. Thus 
either C’C = n, or else CrC is contained in exactly one maximal ideal in 
9. If CiC := Q, then again using [7, Lemma 1.21 C is left r-projective. It 
follows that r and fi are Morita-equivalent (cf. [3, Section 61) and hence r 
also has two maximal ideals and is of global dimension two. To finish the 
proof of the theorem, I need therefore prove only that CtC cannot be 
contained in just one maximal ideal of Sz, and hence must equal .9. Well, 
a = CIC is an idempotent ideal in the maximal “semi-local” order fi; the 
following theorem settles the question. 
THEORERI B. Let R be a regular local ring of dimension two, B a maximal 
quaternion R-order in Z with two maximal ideals, and a an idempotent two- 
sided ideal in 52. Then a = R. 
Proof. First observe that since a is idempotent, a-l is contained in the 
right order of a, which is B, since the latter is maximal. Hence a-l = D. Let 
Q, Q- be the maximal ideals of ISL! and suppose that a C Q, a g Q-. Since 
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u-1 = !J, the prrmes m Ass LJ/a are nonminimal and since R has dimension 
two, these primes are maximal [9]. It is not hard to prove that this in turn 
implies that L?/u is an Artin ring, with radical Q/a. It follows that QK _C a 
for some K > 0, and hence from the fact that a is idempotent, that a = QK. 
Thus QK is idempotent, and now I will show that this is impossible. 
Passing to the completion via 8, Q is a reflexive, semilocal (not necessarily 
maximal) a-order in the “completion” ,?? = K’ . Z, where K’ denotes the 
quotient field of 2 (2 is of course a quaternion K’ algebra), and a” = QK is 
an idempotent maximal ideal in 0. For convenience I drop the completion 
sign “A” during the rest of the proof. 
To begin with, 2 is a full matrix algebra over K, since otherwise .Z would 
be a division algebra, and then completeness of R would force all orders in 
Z to be local rings; but our Sz is semilocal... . Now, as shown in [8], JJ/rad Li 
is a direct sum of two commutative fields, so that O/rad Sz contains nontrivial 
idempotents. Since R is complete, we may lift idempotents to 9, and con- 
clude that the latter contains an idempotent, E, different from 0 and 1. 
Since the maximal orders in Z are full matrix algebras over R, we may 
assume without loss of generality that the elements of L? are of the form 
(z II), a, b, c, d E R, and that E, being idempotent has the form E = (; ,“,). 
Calculation shows that, if e # 1, o = (lfe ‘::)/(l - e) is nonsingular, and 
that vE+ = (t z). If e = 1, then since E is idempotent, f. g = 0, and we 
may suppose that g # 0. Then v = (t’g i) is nonsingular, and again, 
VEV-l = (t i). In any case, there is a nonsingular element v of Z such that 
VEV-l = (t z); also $1 - E) VU-~ = (z i). Thus L’ is isomorphic to an order 
Sz’ = z&W1 containing the two matrix units (t i) and (i y). Our hypotheses 
on L? are preserved by this isomorphism: J2’ is semilocal, vav-1 is an idem- 
potent ideal in G’, (zvzv)-~-~ = Sz’, etc. In order to prove B, we may 
therefore assume that Gr contains the matrix units (i i) and (i ,“). Now 
observe that if (z z) E Sz, then so are 
and 
If we denote /3, y respectively, the ideals of R consisting of those elements 
appearing in the (1, 2) and (2, 1) positions respectively, of the matrices in G, 
the preceding observation has as a simple consequence the fact that Sz has 
the form 
Q= (; “,) = I(; ;),a,dER,b+,cq+ 
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Since G is reflexive, it follows that p and y are reflexive ideals in R, and hence, 
R being of dimension two, are even principal ideals. Since LJ is semilocal, it 
is not a maximal order, and so not both /I and y can equal R; in other words 
,8 . y _C m, where m denotes the radical of R. Set /3 = Rb, y = Rc; then 
By = Rbc C m. The maximal ideals in Sz are Q = ($! fL) and Q- = (7 i); it 
is easy to compute the powers of Q: QK = (” y Uy.F,,l~). If QK were idempotent, 
it would follow that QK = QK+l, and hence that /?y + mK = /3y + mK+l. 
‘I’hus /3y + mKT1 = /$J + m(/$ + mK) and this implies (via the Nakayama 
lemma) that /3y = ,$J t mK, and therefore that mK C Py. Since ,L$J is a proper 
principal ideal in R, this last inclusion is impossible. Similarly for Q-; one 
concludes that no power of a maximal ideal of Q can be idempotent, and so 
a is contained in neither Q or Q-. Hence a = CJ and Theorem B is proved. 
I must acknowledge here that the idea for the matrix calculations used 
above was directly borrowed from Tarsy’s work [2]. I expect that the follow- 
ing corollary of those calculations will be useful for further study of quaternion 
orders in dimension two. 
'I'HEOREM C. Let R be a complete regular local ring (not necessarily of 
dimension two), K its quotient field, and z‘ a quaternion full matrix algebra 
over K. If A is a semilocal R-order in Z, then A is isomorphic to a “tiled” 
R-order A’ of the form A’ = vAv-~, v a nonsingular element of 2, zuhere 
A’ = (: $), with /I, y ideals in R. 
Two VARIATIONS 
Theorem A can be expanded to include algebras whose underlying division 
algebras are quaternion. 
THEOREM D. Let R be regular local of dimension two, K its quotient field, 
D a quaternion division algebra over K, and .Z a central simple K-algebra. 
Then a. D contains an R-order of global dimension two, all maximal orders in 
2 are of global dimension two, and are either all quasi-local, or all have exactly 
two maximal ideals. 
Proof. If A is a maximal R-order in Z, then [lo, Theorem 1.71 there 
exists a maximal order A in D, and a finitely generated reflexive A-lattice E 
such that A = hom,(E, E). Our hypotheses together with Theorem A imply 
that A has global dimension two and so E is A-projective. Denote by a: the 
trace ideal of E with respect to A. Then 01 is an idempotent two-sided ideal 
in A. If A is quasi-local, then 01 = A since the radical cannot contain idem- 
potent ideals. If A has two maximal ideals, then Theorem B again shows that 
(Y = A. Hence in any case 01 = A ; it follows that E is a projective module over 
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A = hom,(E, E), and therefore that A and A are Morita-equivalent. Thus, 
in particular, gl dim (1 = gl dim A = 2, and A and d have the same number 
of maximal ideals. The theorem is proved. 
There is an interesting converse question here: If Z contains an order of 
global dimension two, does D? To the best of my knowledge, the answer is 
unknown. 
If R is a complete regular local ring, Theorem A can be significantly 
improved (notably by removing the assumption that Z be a quaternion 
algebra; cf. [3, Corollary 6.71. 
THEOREM E. Let R be a regular local ring of dimension two, complete in 
its radical topology, K its quotient field, and Z a finite-dimensional central 
simple K-algebra with associated division algebra, D. If D contains any R-order 
at all with global dimension two, then all maximal orders in Z are quasi-local 
and of dimension two. 
Proof. Let A be an R-order in D with global dimension two. Since R is 
complete, so is A; idempotents can then be lifted modulo the radical of A, 
and since D is a division algebra, it follows that A is a local ring. Ramras’ 
main theorem now applies to show that all maximal orders in D are local 
rings with global dimension two. If A is a maximal R-order in ,?Y, then, as 
noted above during the proof of Theorem D, A = hom,(E, E), where A is 
a suitable maximal order in D, and E is a finitely generated reflexive A-lattice. 
Since A has global dimension two, E is projective; since A is local, E is free. 
Thus A is isomorphic to a full matrix algebra over A and is therefore quasi- 
local of global dimension two. 
The assumption that D contain some R-order of dimension two is not 
superfluous, as is shown by the second of Ramras’ examples. Here is, then, 
immediately, an undoubtedly interesting, but probably impenetrable open 
question: When does a central division algebra over the quotient field of a 
regular local ring R of dimension two contain an R-order with global dimen- 
sion two ? 
CLASSIFICATION OF THE MAXIMAL ORDERS 
Returning to quaternion orders, I have, in my paper [8] referred to above, 
defined an order to be of “type I” if it has just one maximal ideal, i.e., if it 
is quasi-local, and of “type II” if it has exactly two maximal ideals. Actually, 
orders of type II may, as we have done above, be called “semi-local”, by 
analogy with commutative algebra, since such an order modulo each of its 
maximal ideals is a commutative field. 
The first of Ramras’ examples is a quaternion division algebra D containing 
4W23/2-3 
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a maximal order of type II with global dimension two. By Theorem A, then, 
all maximal orders in D are also of type two, and have global dimension two. 
He also shows that the completion of D is a full matrix algebra: it should be 
observed that this is to be expected, since, otherwise, as mentioned above, 
all orders in D would be local. 
The second of his examples yields a complete division algebra D containing 
a maximal order, necessarily local, but with infinite global dimension. By 
Theorem A, then, I conclude that D can contain no order with global dimen- 
sion two. In fact, in accordance with an observation made at the beginning 
of this paper, D contains no order whatsoever having finite global dimension. 
In particular, the maximal orders in this division algebra are all local with 
infinite global dimension. 
In connection with this example, it is of interest that if an order of type I 
has infinite global dimension, then it is necessarily local. I prove this in a 
more general form. 
THEOREM F. Let R be a regular local ring (not necessarily of dimension 
two), K its quotient field, and Z a quaternion K-algebra. If A is an R-order in 
Z which is quasi-local, but not local, then it is maximal, and of the same global 
dimension as R. 
Proof. Denote by 2 the completion of R, by R’ the quotient field of 8, 
by .Z’ the completion, K’ @ Z, of Z, and by (i the completion of /‘I. Then 
LY’ is a quaternion algebra over K’, and must be a full matrix algebra over 
K’, since if it were a division algebra, A, being complete, would be a local 
ring; but then /l would also be local, contrary to our assumption. Now then, 
fl^ being quasi-local is a full matrix algebra over one of its local subrings, d 
(cf. [ll, Proposition 4, p. 79]), and is not itself equal to d. A simple count of 
the dimensionalities involved (2’ is after all just the collection of 2 x 2 
matrices over K’) will show that the only tenable case is that in which 
d = 8, and fl^ is the ring of two-by-two matrices over R. Thus A is maximal, 
and of global dimension the same as that of R: the same is true for fl, proving 
the theorem. 
Summarizing, we have, as regards type and global dimension, a rather neat 
classification of maximal quaternion orders. 
THEOREM G. Let R be a regular local ring of dimension two, K’ its quotient 
field and z’ a quaternion K--algebra. Then just one of the following situations 
obtains: 
(I) All maximal R-orders are local rings of infinite global dimension; 
in this case Z is a division algebra, in which all orders, maximal or nonmaximal, 
are local and of inJinite global dimension. 
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(2) All maximal orders are local, of global dimension two; in this case Z 
is a division algebra, its completion is also a division algebra, and the nonmaximal 
orders are local of infkite global dimension. 
(3) All maximal orders are quasi-local, but not local, of global dimension 
two; the completion of Z in this case is a full matrix algebra; the non-maximal 
orders of type I are local rings of in$nite global dimension. 
(4) All maximal orders are semilocal of global dimension two; in this case 
Z is a division algebra whose completion is a full matrix algebra; any quasi-local 
order in .Z must have infinite global dimension. 
Ramras’ examples show that quaternion algebras exist in which situations 
(1) and (4) occur, and full matrix algebras fall under category 3; I do not 
know of an example in which situation (2) occurs, but it seems almost certain 
that complete quaternion division algebras do exist which contain orders of 
finite global dimension... . 
A QUESTION 
One other open question suggested by the above classification is: Whether 
a full matrix algebra can contain local orders ? I think not, but the only 
result I know of which bears on this question is the following partial general- 
ization of the well-known commutative result that regular local rings are 
domains. 
THEOREM H. Let R be a Noetherian integrally closed local domain, K its 
quotient $eld, Z a central simple K-algebra, and A an R-order in Z. If A is a 
local ring and has global dimension two, then A is a domain, and Z is a division 
algebra. 
Proof. By Michler’s Theorem 1 [12, p. 2221 there exists a quasi-local 
Noetherian domain d, and a finitely generated projective right /I-module P 
such that d m horn, (P, P). Since/l is local, P is cl-free, and so d is isomorphic 
to a full matrix algebra over /1. Since d is a domain, we must have d w /1. 
Thus /1 is a domain and the theorem is proved. 
RAMRAS' EXAMPLES 
Here are Ramras’ examples: 
(1) [3, pp. 470-4721 Let F be a field with characteristic not equal to 
two, X, Y twa indeterminates over F, and denote by R the ring F[X, YJp, 
where p = (X, Y) is the maximal ideal in F[X, Y] generated by X and Y. 
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Then R is regular local of dimension two, with radical (X, Y), and quotient 
field K = F(X, Y). Denote by .Z the quaternion algebra .Z = K[l, a, ,R, $1, 
with 01~ = S, ,B* L= 1 + Y, and consider the R-order A = R[l, LX, /3, a/3]. 
Ramras proves that .Z is a division algebra, A is maximal and has global 
dimension two, but that A is semilocal, the maximal ideals being A(,, /3 - 1) 
and A(cx, /3 f 1). He also verifies that the completion of Z is a quaternion 
full matrix algebra over the quotient field F((,;l, Y)) of R = F[[X, Y]]. 
(2) [3, p. 4731 Let k be a perfect field of characteristic not equal to two. 
Let X, Y be transcendental over k and set R -= k[[X, Y]]. Then R is a com- 
plete regular local ring of dimension two with quotient field K = R((X, Y)). 
Define a quaternion K-algebra by Z = K[l, oi, /3, I$], with c? = X and 
/3” = Y(Y- -- X)(Y -+- X), and consider the R-order A = R[l, a, p, ~$31. 
Ramras proves that again .Z is a division algebra, A is maximal, and local, 
but of infinite global dimension. 
Two ADDITIONAL COMMENTS 
Professor Ramras has kindly sent me several observations of his concerning 
an earlier draft of this paper: (1) Th eorem F can be sharpened to read as 
follows: Let R be an integrally closed Noetherian domain with quotient 
field K, and let ,Z be a generalized quaternion K-algebra. If A is an R-order 
in Z which is quasi-local, but not local, then A is R-separable (and hence 
maximal, of the same global dimension as R); (2) My question about situation 
(2) of Theorem G is answered by the following example of his, which shows 
that such quaternion orders do indeed exist: R regular local of dimension 
two, with maximal ideal (x, y), and A = R[l, CT, 7, 0~1, with a2 = X, 9 = y. 
Ramras shows that A is local and has global dimension two; it is therefore, 
by his main theorem, maximal, and it follows that Z = KA is a division ring 
whose completion is also a division ring. 
ONE LAST THEOREM 
I would like to end this paper here by recording the following almost 
trivial result, which I have not yet been able to connect up in any useful way 
with the preceding investigations. 
THEOREM I. Let R be a regular local ring of dimension two, and A a maximal 
R-order. Then if the global dimension of A is equal to two, the minimal prime 
ideals in A are projective (both as left and as right A-modules). 
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Proof. Since A is maximal, the minimal primes are reflexive A-modules 
[9, Proposition 3.41, and, thus, since A has global dimension two, are also 
projective. 
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